Photography policy

Please be mindful and considerate when photographing in Wharf Chambers. This is for the safety and comfort of our members and people who use the space. Please speak to bar staff before taking pictures of the building, inside or out.

You must have the explicit verbal consent of anyone in frame when taking a photograph here. Anyone found photographing someone they do not know without their consent will be ejected immediately. Photography of staff is strictly prohibited anywhere and at all times.

Please do not use flash photography as this can act as a seizure trigger for people with photosensitive epilepsy.

For professional photographers:

For the safety and comfort of everyone who uses the space we have a photography policy. In order to photograph in the gig room you must at minimum post signs on the door and elsewhere alerting attendees. For bands you may only photograph with their explicit permission during the first song of each set and not at the expense of the comfort or enjoyment of anyone watching.

Photography in the beer garden must have the explicit verbal consent of everyone in frame. Photography in the bar room, or of staff, is strictly prohibited at all times.